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Abstract

In current online games, player positions are synchronized by means of continual
broadcasts through the server. This solution is expensive, forcing any server to limit
its number of clients. With a hybrid networking architecture, player synchronization
can be distributed to the clients, bypassing the server bottleneck and decreasing
latency as a result. Synchronization in a decentralized fashion is diﬃcult as each
player must communicate with every other player. The communication requirements
can be reduced by computing and exploiting frontier sets: For a pair of players in an
online game, a player’s frontier is the region of the game space where the player may
move without seeing (and without communicating to) the other player. A pair of
frontiers is called a frontier set. This thesis describes the ﬁrst fast and space-eﬃcient
method of computing frontier sets in large terrains.
Frontier sets are computed by growing regions in a connected set of quads in a
hierarchical decomposition of the terrain. The solution involves the precomputation of
a potentially visible set (PVS) for each quad in the decomposition, which stores all the
quads potentially visible from any point within the current quad. Since the memory
needed to store the PVSs for all the quads is quite large, a compression technique
is introduced which controls the size of each PVS. A PVS merging algorithm, with
both lossless and lossy variations, is also described which permits adding the PVS
i

of a point or quad to the PVS of a growing region. The new algorithm is compared
to a simple region growing approach where frontiers are grown along the individual
terrain points. Using similar merging techniques, the new algorithm performs better,
producing larger frontier sets with faster execution times.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The majority of commercial online games use a centralized, or client-server, model
of communication. There are many advantages of developing an online game with
a centralized system including: simplicity of maintaining consistent game state (the
virtual world is stored on the server), a simple programming interface, and easy
cheating mitigation (all requests may be validated by the server). However, since all
requests from each client must pass through the server, a client-server system quickly
introduces a communications bottleneck as the number of users increases. Latency
is a prominent concern as delays in communication lead to choppy gameplay and
frustration on the player’s end. A popular solution in the industry is to house a
group of servers with each maintaining a maximum number of players. This solution
does not scale as adding more servers requires more maintenance and higher operating
costs. Moreover, a client-server system is not robust as the server acts as a single
point of failure; if the server crashes, so does the game.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) communication architectures oﬀer a promising solution to
these problems. In P2P networks, peers communicate to each other directly (as
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opposed to through a server). This removes at least one hop from inter-player communication thus decreasing latency. Such networks are more robust than client-server
systems as there is no single point of failure - the game may continue even if any one
of its peers suddenly breaks from the network. P2P systems also have the distinct
advantage of pooling resources from the peers. A computationally expensive task
which would normally be executed by one computer (the server) may be distributed
over the network. P2P network architectures are more cost-eﬀective, more scalable,
more robust, and suﬀer less from latency than do client-server systems.
The implementation of online games with P2P architectures is not without its
own set of design issues, however [19]. Some of the main research problems include:
1. Cheating Mitigation: Decentralized networks bring with them new ways for
players to cheat. For instance, peers may be hacked to broadcast false game
state updates. The lack of a central authority makes detecting and responding
to cheating diﬃcult.
2. Maintaining Game State Persistence: Some online games require the persistence of the virtual world; that is, the world should continue to exist and
evolve despite a user not being logged into their account. This is not possible
with a P2P network.
3. Maintaining Game State Consistency: In-game events, such as a player
moving or picking up an object, aﬀect the virtual world. It is imperative that
such events be broadcast to all aﬀected players to maintain a shared, consistent
view of the game. Synchronizing a group of players eﬃciently remains a major
issue.

3

4. Resource Management: Problems, such as how to instantiate and allocate
in-game entities (e.g. non-playable characters) and how to administer incentives
for peers to donate their computational resources, lack a uniﬁed solution from
the research community.
These problems have hindered the progress of commercial P2P online games, with
their use predominantly limited to simple games such as board games. Moreover,
there have been relatively few attempts at the distribution of complex online games
(ﬁrst-person shooters, strategy games, sports games, massively multiplayer games,
etc.) based on a P2P architecture. The most notable commercial P2P-based online
game is Age of Empires by Microsoft Game Studios.
Hybrid network architectures [2, 29, 44] have recently been proposed which combine P2P and client-server methodologies. In such systems, the server maintains
important game state while clients communicate directly in P2P fashion. The challenges mentioned above become moot as the server remains the central authority.
Moreover, hybrid architectures have been shown to decrease the bandwidth required
to host a game [29]. Decentralized online games may one day be commercially viable
through the use of hybrid network architectures.
With a hybrid architecture, player synchronization can be distributed to the
clients, freeing the server’s resources and lowering latency in the process [44]. A
direct result of this is the potential increase in the number of possible players per
server. Thus, using a hybrid architecture in this manner can be more cost-eﬀective
than the client-server approach. However, synchronization done in this manner is
diﬃcult as each player depends on all other players to maintain position information.
Hence, if there are k players, k 2 packets are sent at each update in the worst case.
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The concept of Interest Management (IM) is key to solving this problem. The
goal of IM is to determine which pairs of players in a network need to communicate in
order to avoid relaying useless information through whole-network broadcasts. Using
an IM scheme, each player would “know”, upon changing the local world state, which
other players need updating, decreasing synchronization time and network traﬃc.
The frontier sets method, initially developed by Steed and Angus [42, 43] and
later implemented by Steed and Zhu in a hybrid-architectured online game [44], is
an eﬃcient approach to IM. For a given pair of players, a player’s frontier is the
region of the game space where the player may move without seeing (and without
communicating to) the other player. A pair of frontiers is called a frontier set. While
a player is within their frontier, the cost of synchronization is reduced to a simple local
test on the peer to determine if the player is still within their “update-free” region.
The network transmissions that are culled in this process include the broadcast of
the player’s state such as position, equipment, and actions. The frontier set must be
continually re-negotiated; that is, if a player leaves their frontier, the players must
re-compute a frontier set, if possible. If the game has k players, each player must
maintain a list of k − 1 frontiers, one for every other player in the game.
Frontier sets are based on the potentially visible set (PVS), a classical notion from
visibility theory introduced by Airey [3] and popularized by Teller [46]. The PVS is
a collection of objects potentially visible from a given location; this location may be
a point, a surface, or a 3D region in a given scene. In the construction of the PVS,
the game level is normally subdivided into regions called cells with inter-cell visibility
calculated between openings in the cells called portals.
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The portals/cells partitioning is easily mapped to architectural environments. Architectural environments are indoor scenes typically stored as a graph of rooms and
doors. The walls and ceilings tend to occlude very large portions of the scene, limiting
the player’s visibility to the current room and any other rooms visible through the
doors. Calculating the PVS in such scenes is straightforward, with the rooms set as
the visibility cells and the doors set as portals.
The frontier set algorithm of Steed and Angus explicitly requires a scene to be
subdivided into portals and cells. Thus, it is more suitable for architectural environments and does not appear to be practical in large, open environments such as
terrains. Terrains include outdoor environments such as mountain ranges, ﬁelds, and
urban areas. A terrain is commonly stored as a “digital elevation map” or height
map: a regular rectangular grid containing the heights of sample points along the
terrain surface. The PVS of a terrain must be calculated diﬀerently than in architectural environments as a portals/cells partitioning is not possible. Terrain visibility
algorithms cannot rely on large objects such as walls for occlusion and thus make use
of properties of the terrain surface. Further background on visibility, the PVS, and
IM will be given in Chapter 2.
This thesis presents the ﬁrst fast and space-eﬃcient algorithm for generating frontier sets in terrains. The proposed solution addresses two key challenges in implementing a frontier set based IM scheme in terrain environments: First, the PVS for a
terrain is a very large data structure even by today’s memory standards. It is not yet
known how to eﬃciently control the size of a terrain PVS without major reduction
in the visibility information. Second, it is not known how to construct frontier sets
eﬃciently while avoiding the inherent computational overhead associated with the

6

Figure 1.1: A frontier set generated by the algorithm of this thesis for two viewpoints
(circled) on a 100,000 point Martian terrain. The blue and red regions
are the frontiers corresponding to the blue and red players, respectively.
large number of terrain sample points.
One possible solution, to be presented in detail in Chapter 3, is to grow frontier
sets over a hierarchical decomposition of the terrain surface. This method permits
the potential removal of many points from consideration as entire regions of the
terrain surface are added to the frontier set at once. Since the PVS for a hierarchical
decomposition of a terrain can be quite large, a compression method allowing eﬃcient
control of the size of the PVS will be introduced. An algorithm for merging two PVSs
will also be presented since the PVS of a region must be merged with the PVS of a
growing frontier set.
The algorithm was tested on two terrains with four diﬀerent PVS compression
sizes. The ﬁrst terrain is a 100,000 point sample of the surface of Mars and the
second is a 250,000 point sample of downtown Houston. An example of a frontier
set generated by the algorithm for two viewpoints on the Martian terrain is shown in

7

Figure 1.1. The results of the algorithm will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4 with
their implications examined in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background

This chapter summarizes the related work and background information necessary for
understanding the algorithm introduced in this thesis. First, the topic of visibility is introduced and put into perspective. Next, the PVS is discussed thoroughly
with relevant solutions surveyed from the literature. Finally, approaches to interest
management and previous methods for computing frontier sets are outlined.

2.1

Visibility

Visibility determination classiﬁes objects as hidden or visible from a given location.
Depending on the nature of the objects, a third classiﬁcation may be required to
categorize an object that is partially hidden from view. For example, in a 3D space,
a 2D polygon may be partially blocked by another object whereas a single point can
only be completely visible or completely hidden.
Visibility in computer graphics has its origins in the hidden surface removal (HSR)
problem which ﬁrst gained research attention in the late 1960s. The problem is
this: given a collection of objects and their positions, draw the objects in such a
way as to correctly show their occlusion and depth relationships. In other words,
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HSR is concerned with the generation of a correct image, as opposed to the broader
class of visibility algorithms which attempt to explicitly determine what is visible
from a viewpoint. HSR is now considered a solved problem, with Catmull’s Z-buﬀer
algorithm [13] the widely-accepted solution.
Beyond HSR, visibility plays an important role in many other applications in
computer graphics. For instance, in shadow computation, the part of the scene that is
in shadow can be thought of as the part that is not visible to a light source. Hence, the
problems of visibility determination and shadow computation are identical and share
many solutions in the literature. In global illumination, realistic lighting is added
to a scene which requires the calculation of inter-reﬂections between all mutuallyvisible objects. In such a scenario, visibility relationships between all pairs of objects
in the scene are required. In occlusion culling, hidden objects are removed from
the rendering pipeline (as they would only be thrown away at the HSR phase) to
accelerate rendering times of interactive applications.
For a broader view of visibility in computer graphics, interested readers are referred to the survey by Bittner and Wonka [8] and the survey contained within the
thesis by Durand [17].

2.1.1

The Potentially Visible Set

Recall that the potentially visible set (PVS) is the collection of objects potentially
visible from a given location in a scene. The PVS was originally used for occlusion
culling in architectural environments. In such applications, the scene is subdivided
into portals and cells, with the PVS of each cell computed oﬄine (i.e. while the
application is not running). Then, during run-time, only the objects in the PVS
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of the current cell are rendered. HSR is used during rendering since some of the
potentially visible objects may not be visible from certain viewpoints in the cell.
This application was ﬁrst described in 1990 in the thesis by Airey [3].
The PVS of a region typically contains a superset of the objects visible from any
particular point within the region. This ensures that no visible objects are incorrectly reported as being hidden. Nirenstein [38] proposed a taxonomy of visibility
computation algorithms based on the degree of potential misclassiﬁcation, as follows:
• Conservative algorithms over-estimate the set of visible objects. No misclassiﬁcations are introduced.
• Aggressive algorithms under-estimate the set of visible objects. Misclassiﬁcations are introduced.
• Approximate algorithms both over-estimate and under-estimate the set of
visible objects on a per-region basis. Misclassiﬁcations are introduced.
• Exact algorithms determine the precise set of visible objects. No misclassiﬁcations are introduced.
A PVS is, by deﬁnition, a conservative visibility set. However, non-conservative
algorithms may be used to generate a visibility set with the application treating this
set as though it were a PVS. Particular conservative, aggressive, and exact visibility
computation algorithms are discussed in the next sections.
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Conservative Algorithms
Conservative visibility algorithms focus on the precomputation of visible objects as
seen from regions in the decomposition of a scene. They provide a superset of the
visible objects, sometimes causing hidden objects to be unnecessarily sent through
the rendering pipeline. This extra execution time is oﬀset by the algorithms’ lack of
a need to calculate the visible objects at run-time.
Durand et al. [18] introduced novel extended projection operators to facilitate
visibility pre-processing. The operators are deﬁned to give a conservative visibility
estimate for each point in a volumetric view cell. The extended projection of an
occluder (view-blocking object) onto a plane with respect to a view cell is the intersection of all its views from within the cell while that of an occludee (any object in the
scene) is the union of all its views (see Figure 2.1). An occlusion test involves checking that the extended projection of an occludee is inside and behind the extended
projection of an occluder. In a process called an occlusion sweep, the occluders are
re-projected onto projection planes that are further from the view cell, with the occlusion information aggregated into an extended occlusion map which is then used
for further occlusion tests.
Koltun et al. [32] proposed an intermediate representation for a PVS called virtual
occluders. Each virtual occluder represents the aggregate occlusion information from
a group of objects (see Figure 2.2). In a pre-processing phase, a dense set of virtual
occluders is constructed for every view cell by growing the aggregate umbra from an
initial set of seed objects. This dense set is then reduced to a smaller set (that stores
most of the same occlusion information) using a greedy algorithm. During run-time,
the PVS of the current view cell is computed from its set of virtual occluders.
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Figure 2.1: Extended projections of an occluder and occludee with respect to a projection plane and view cell. The extended projection of the occluder (gray
rectangle) is the intersection of all its views from all points in the view
cell. That of the occludee (green triangle) is the union of all its views
from all points in the view cell. Figure courtesy of Frédo Durand [18].
Used with permission.

Figure 2.2: a) a group of objects and their individual occlusion regions (or umbrae)
with respect to a viewing cell b) the aggregate occlusion information represented conservatively with a single virtual occluder.
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Aggressive Algorithms
Agressive algorithms are typically sampling methods executed through ray casting.
They provide an under-estimate of the visible objects, sometimes incorrectly labelling
objects as hidden, resulting in an incomplete image for certain viewpoints. The focus
of aggressive algorithms research is to determine most of the visible objects quickly
while minimizing error. Agressive algorithms are useful in scenes where conservative
algorithms would not execute within a reasonable amount of time.
Nirenstein and Blake [37] presented an adaptive sampling approach based on a
visibility similarity metric. Their solution involves hierarchically subdividing a scene
in a binary tree structure called a k-d tree. The ﬁrst step in the construction of a
k-d tree in three dimensions involves splitting the scene into two regions separated
by an axis-aligned plane. Each region is then split recursively in a similar way with
the splitting planes cycling through the three axis-aligned planes. The recursion
terminates when the number of polygons in the current region falls below a speciﬁed
threshold. The inner nodes of a k-d tree store the planes used for the division while
the leaves store the scene polygons. At each cell in the subdivision in Nirenstein
and Blake’s method, visibility is calculated by sampling points on the rectangle that
divides the cell. The rectangle is sampled recursively, with the recursion terminating
when adjacent visibility samples are found to be suﬃciently similar. The authors also
incorporate a caching strategy, involving the storage, propagation, and deletion of
visibility samples as required in the top-down subdivision.
Wonka et al. [50] described a sampling approach based on ray casting called
“guided visibility sampling”. In ray casting, the key observation is that if an object o intersects a line (or ray) emanating from a point p, then o is potentially visible
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Figure 2.3: Two ray sampling heuristics introduced by Wonka et al. Top: Adaptive
border sampling. When a ray intersects a triangle, new rays are guided
to points close to the border of the triangle. Bottom: Reverse sampling.
If a guided ray hits a triangle much closer than the predicted location,
the starting point and direction of the ray are changed so that the new
ray ﬁlls the gap.
from p. In guided visibility sampling, a scene is split into viewing cells and outgoing rays are sampled from the surface of the cells. Two ray sampling heuristics are
introduced. The ﬁrst is “adaptive border sampling” where rays are guided to points
near the border of triangles found to intersect a ray. The second is “reverse sampling” where guided rays are changed to penetrate potentially-missed gaps between
triangles. Both ray sampling heuristics are shown in Figure 2.3.
Bittner et al. [6] outlined a sampling strategy which aggressively determines the
PVSs of all view cells simultaneously. In their approach, rays are cast bidirectionally,
with the objects hit by a ray reported as visible for all view cells intersecting the ray.
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The authors describe three initial distributions for the sampling: a “view-space direction” distribution which samples all view cells in all directions, an “object-direction”
distribution which samples all objects in all directions, and a “two-point” distribution
which samples the most probable interactions between all objects and view cells. Each
ray that makes a contribution to the PVS is placed in a buﬀer and probabilistically
chosen for mutation (i.e. changing their starting point or direction). The mutated
rays are guided in a fashion adapted from the above algorithm by Wonka et al.

Exact Algorithms
Exact algorithms determine the ideal set of visible objects. From a point, this is
the precise set of visible objects. From a region, this is the set that minimizes false
visibility errors (i.e. the labelling of an object as visible when it is not). Exact
algorithms are typically hampered by their large precomputation times. However,
they perform best from the rendering perspective as no unnecessary culling is needed
by the graphics hardware.
The exact solution to from-region visibility had long been considered a computationally intractable problem. Nirenstein et al. [38] presented the ﬁrst computationally
tractable solution for scenes of a few million polygons in 2002. Their solution involves
mapping the stabbing lines incident on a pair of polygons to the 5D Plücker space.
Using constructive solid geometry in ﬁve dimensions, the transformed stabbing lines
are reduced to the set of lines not obstructed by occluders. If any lines remain, the
polygons are mutually visible. A cell-to-object visibility query is achieved by applying
this process to the set of stabbing lines between all faces of the visibility cell and the
object’s bounding box.
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Bittner et al. [7] proposed a similar method for exact from-region visibility in 2D.
Their method involves a parametrization of lines to a 2D projection of the Plücker
space. A visibility query from a line segment involves the creation of an occlusion
tree which stores the hierarchical decomposition of the line segment’s occluders in the
projective space. The occlusion tree is a binary space partitioning (BSP) tree, a tree
similar to a k-d tree but whose splitting planes need not be axis-aligned. The interior
nodes of the occlusion tree correspond to planes parameterized in the projective space.
The leaves of the tree correspond to either an occluder or a set of unblocked rays. The
occluders are also stored separately in the primary space in a k-d tree to facilitate
proper ordering. From-region visibility is achieved by combining the queries of each
of the region’s bordering line segments.

Compression Techniques
The PVS of a scene can be quite large, often too big to ﬁt into main memory. A
PVS may be compressed to facilitate either storage or transmission. This section
summarizes relevant PVS compression techniques. A new compression method will
be introduced in chapter 3.
Van de Panne and Stewart [48] compressed a PVS stored as a binary table. The
rows of the table correspond to the visibility cells and the columns of the table correspond to the scene polygons. The authors introduce both lossy and lossless compression algorithms. In the lossy algorithm, similar rows and columns of the table are
merged resulting in lost occlusions. The lossless compression algorithm merges only
parts of the rows and columns. Run-length encoding (storing the count of multiple
false entries) is applied as a last step.
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Bouville et al. [11] proposed a compression method optimized for client-server
network transmissions of a PVS in urban walkthrough applications. The walkthrough
area is subdivided into view cells using a Delaunay triangulation while the whole scene
is partitioned into axis-aligned regions. For a scene with n objects, the PVS for each
view cell is stored as a binary visibility array with n elements. Each axis-aligned
region stores a visibility table where each row corresponds to the PVS of a view cell
contained within the region. Each visibility table is compressed through the deletion
of any all-zero column (an all-zero column corresponds to an object that is hidden
from every view cell within the region). The visibility arrays are then re-ordered
to minimize their Hamming distance and further compressed using a bi-level image
coding algorithm such as JBIG.

2.1.2

Visibility in Terrains

Visibility in terrains must be computed diﬀerently than in other scenes. For instance,
due to a terrain’s open nature, a portals/cells partitioning is not possible. Solutions such as extended projections, virtual occluders, or algorithms requiring large
occluders [16, 27] are also ill-equipped for calculating visibility in terrains. Visibility algorithms that work at the polygon level may be adapted for terrains but their
usefulness is limited as they do not exploit any properties of the landscape.
Terrains are typically stored as a height map (pictured in Figure 2.4). A height
map stores the heights of sample points over a terrain surface. Polygons are interpolated between the sample points to ﬁll in the terrain at rendering time. Examples of
scenes that can be visualized using a height map include mountain ranges, ﬁelds, and
urban areas.
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of a terrain height map. The grid point (x,y) maps to the
height of a terrain sample point.

Figure 2.5: Snapshots of approximate horizons seen from a viewpoint on a 100,000
point sample of Mars with diﬀering numbers of sectors. Horizons are
shown in blue. The horizons for the right snapshot were calculated using
twice as many sectors as the left snapshot.
Visibility in terrains is commonly determined through the computation of a property of open landscapses called the horizon. The horizon is the boundary between the
sky and the terrain as seen from a particular viewpoint. The key observation is that
anything beyond and below the horizon is invisible from the viewpoint. For every angle measured around a viewpoint and parallel to the ground (or azimuth angle), there
is an associated point on the horizon. In practice, the inﬁnite set of azimuth angles is
discretized into equal radial sectors resulting in the computation of an approximate
horizon (see Figure 2.5) with the accuracy of the approximate horizon increasing with
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the number of sectors.
De Floriani and Magillo [21] focused on computing the horizon for a single point
in a hierarchical triangulated terrain. The horizon is computed by determining the
upper envelope of line segments extracted from the model visible from the viewpoint
(note that this is not an approximate horizon). The authors also introduce a method
for updating a horizon to a diﬀerent level of terrain resolution in O(n log n) time if
n is the number of edges in the initial horizon. Cohen-Or and Shaked [14] solved for
terrain visibility from a single point by discretizing the azimuth directions and solving
a 2D visibility problem along cross-sections of the terrain. Their algorithm can be
modiﬁed to compute the horizon. The algorithm solves visibility from one point on a
terrain in O(n) time where n is the number of sample points. Stewart [45] introduced
an algorithm for computing the horizon at all points in O(sn log 2 n) time where s
is the number of sectors. The method used in this thesis for visibility calculation is
based on the computation of the horizon.
Other terrain visibility algorithms solve for the visible region directly. For instance, Ben-Moshe et al. [5] presented a radar-like algorithm to approximate the
visible region around a point. First, rays are cast along a regular subdivision of the
azimuth angles around a point. For each ray, the visible regions are found along
the corresponding cross-section of the terrain. For each pair of adjacent rays, either
the visible segments are extrapolated or a new ray is cast between them based on a
visibility similarity metric. Zaugg and Egbert [52] proposed a from-region visibility
pre-computation algorithm. In their method, the terrain is subdivided into regular
square tiles. For each tile, a group of viewpoints is modelled as a column extending
upwards from the terrain surface. Each column is sectioned into voxels with visibility
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calculated to other tiles via ray-casting from the highest to lowest voxel. This ordering is based on the authors’ observation that if a tile is invisible from one voxel, v,
then it is also invisible from all voxels below v. A visibility look-up table is queried
at run-time for the visible segments from the current voxel.

2.2

Interest Management

Participants in a networked virtual environment (NVE) must continually transmit
movement information to maintain a consistent view of the virtual world amongst
themselves. However, simply broadcasting this information to all other participants is
ineﬃcient and may slow down the experience at the user’s end. Interest management
(IM) determines which pairs of nodes in a NVE need to communicate. The focus of
IM is on culling unnecessary transmissions so that the NVE can scale as the number
of participants increases.
Participants in a NVE are displayed as computer generated avatars representing
their location and actions in the virtual world. An avatar can perform basic actions
such as moving around or picking up an object. An avatar’s actions may be witnessed
by only those in close proximity and those who actually see the event. This locality of
interest exhibited by participants in a NVE is the critical observation that makes IM
possible. The area around a participant where events aﬀect their view of the virtual
world is called the participant’s area of interest (AOI) (also called region of interest).
The main problem of IM is thus to determine or predict the set of other players in a
participant’s AOI.
Relevant IM methods are surveyed in this section. The techniques are taxonomized
by the network architecture of the NVE and by the scope of the participants’ AOI.
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Network Architecture

Figure 2.6: Three types of network architectures. Left: Client-Server: All messages
pass through the server(s). Middle: Peer-to-peer: messages are sent directly between peers. Right: Hybrid architecture: messages are either
sent through a server or directly to other peers.
The network architecture chosen for the implementation of the NVE directly inﬂuences the resulting IM method. Namely, the network architecture aﬀects where the
IM computation takes place as well as how the result is transmitted to the aﬀected
parties. We diﬀerentiate between three types of network architectures (pictured in
Figure 2.6): client-server, where all messages are relayed through one or more servers,
pure peer-to-peer (P2P), where messages are sent directly between peers, and hybrid
architecture, where some messages are sent directly to peers, whereas others are
transmitted through a server.
We base our taxonomy on the location of the IM computations in the proposed
solutions. There are currently two philosophies in the literature: all IM computations take place on the server (in a centralized architecture) or all IM computations
take place on the peers (in pure P2P and hybrid architectures). Thus, solutions to
IM on pure P2P and hybrid architectures are examined together as decentralized
architectures.
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Centralized
With centralized architectures, the server performs IM calculations as messages are
received and relays the messages to the clients in the corresponding AOI. However,
since the server must deal with all IM computations for each client, the number of
clients for a single server is limited. Thus, a group of servers is employed with each
server performing IM calculations for its own set of clients. This solution adds latency
as messages may potentially be routed through multiple servers.
In Funkhouser’s RING [22], IM is performed on a group of servers through visibilitybased transmission culling. The virtual world is ﬁrst partitioned into axis-aligned cells
with a pre-computed cell-to-cell visibility table stored on the server. As game state
updates are sent from a client, the server performs a quick lookup in the visibility
table to determine which other clients are aﬀected by the state change. Updates
are then potentially routed to other servers if the current server does not own the
connection to the aﬀected clients.
Morgan et al. [36] proposed a message-oriented middleware to aid in IM calculations. Clients send two types of messages: positional update messages (PUMs), which
transmit the player’s position, and admin positional update messages (APUMs),
which transmit the player’s position, motion vector, and area of inﬂuence (sphere
of visibility around the player). APUMs are transmitted at low frequency while
PUMs are transmitted at high frequency. A network of messaging servers uses the
information in the APUMs to discover potentially interacting players. The network
relays the PUMs between players already known to be interacting.
In Community Place by Lea et al. [33], IM is facilitated by grouping client proxy
objects on the server. As clients send position information to the server, an aura
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manager determines if there are any intersections with other clients’ areas of interest.
If so, the clients must communicate and are grouped in a data structure on the server
for lookup. The aura manager also controls the frequency of communication between
clients in the same group.

Decentralized
IM methods implemented on decentralized architectures have the choice of either
delegating IM tasks equally across all peers or giving the responsibility to a subset of
peers. In the former, each peer acts as a sender and receiver, whereas in the latter,
a set of “super peers” act as points of synchronization. In decentralized networks,
IM involves not only identifying those other participants in the peer’s AOI but also
requires continually re-organizing nodes to facilitate peer discovery. As a result, IM on
decentralized networks is more challenging and complex than on centralized networks.
Kawahara et al. [30] presented a P2P IM scheme based on self-organizing groups.
First, a peer connects to the network via a bootstrap server which feeds the peer information about its neighboring entities. The peer then connects to its neighbors and
classiﬁes them as active entities (peers requiring steady communication) and latent
entities (peers not currently in contact but which may soon require communication)
based on a distance criterion. As a peer moves around the environment, it discovers
new neighbors by querying its neighbors for their neighboring entities.
Knutsson et al. [31] described a solution involving the assignment of IM tasks to
speciﬁc peers. In their approach, the virtual world is partitioned into regions, and
each region is randomly assigned a coordinator. A coordinator is a speciﬁc peer that
handles the synchronization of dynamic objects within the region and serves as the
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Figure 2.7: Left: A set of points in the plane. Right: A Voronoi diagram with the
set of points as generators. Every point in a cell of a Voronoi diagram
is closer to the generator point of that cell than to any other generator
point.
root of the multicast tree for position updates. As peers move within a region, their
position information is sent via multicast through the coordinator to the other peers
in the region.
Hu et al. [26] introduced a method based on the partitioning of the virtual
world with a Voronoi diagram. Given a set of points P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pn } on the
plane, a Voronoi diagram (seen in Figure 2.7) subdivides the plane into Voronoi cells
{C1 , C2 , ..., Cn } where each point in Ci is closer to pi than to all other points in P .
In the approach by Hu et al., a Voronoi diagram is constructed with the location
of each peer as an input point. Thus, determining those other peers in a participant’s AOI corresponds to calculating the intersection of the Voronoi cells with a
circle centered around the player (with radius corresponding to the view distance).
Each peer is assigned as an arbitrator of their Voronoi cell, synchronizing all in-game
object events occuring within the cell. Peers with more computational resources may
become aggregators which lighten the load of synchronization from the arbitrators.
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Area of Interest

IM techniques can be further categorized into two main approaches based on the scope
of the participants’ AOI (see Figure 2.8). The ﬁrst is region-based IM where the virtual
world is subdivided into regions and communication is held only to participants within
the same region. The second is aura-based IM where participants are assigned an AOI
based on proximity and visibility. The AOI has also been called the nimbus in the
literature, with aura-based techniques following the so-called aura-nimbus model of
IM.

Figure 2.8: Two main approaches to deﬁne the participants’ AOI in a NVE. The blue
dots represent the participants. Left: Region-based: the virtual world is
subdivided into regions and communication is held to participants within
the same region. Right: Aura-based: participants are assigned an AOI
based on proximity and visibility.

The scope of the participants’ AOI aﬀects the granularity of the IM technique, with
an aura-based AOI oﬀering more ﬁne-grained IM than a region-based approach. Aurabased systems tend to be slower than region-based approaches as inter-participant
proximity and visibility are more diﬃcult to compute than simply querying for the
current region. Region-based methods, on the other hand, do not adapt to changes
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in the environment and result in more unnecesseary communication due to a region’s
over-estimation of the individual’s AOI.

Region-based IM
Region-based IM methods easily map to multicast communication in decentralized
environments. Using a publish-subscribe model, participants subscribe to a multicast
channel as they enter a region and publish their movement events as they occur. In
centralized architectures, a server is responsible for relaying communication within
one or more regions. Clients would switch between servers as they move between
regions. For MMOGs, which are a type of NVE, the most popular IM approach is to
use region-based partitioning along with a “sharded” architecture, where the virtual
world is replicated and displayed in parallel over multiple servers. With this topology,
players only communicate with others within their own instance (or “shard”) of the
virtual world.

Regular Grids
One approach to region-based partitioning is to use a regular grid subdivision. The
main advantage of this technique is its simple implementation. However, the size
of the grid cells is a concern: If the cells are too small, participants may have to
subscribe to too many neighboring cells. If the cells are too large, participants may
have to communicate with players they are not necessarily interested in. Optimal
parameters for grid cell size and alignment are dependent upon the application.
Abrams et al. [1] use a regular grid subdivision as a ﬁrst step in a three-tiered
IM approach. After participants are grouped within a grid cell, their communication
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is further managed using an aura-based technique. Modular Semi-Automated Forces
(ModSAF) [39] is a legacy system used by the US armed forces for distributed combat
simulations. It uses regular grid partitioning with both larger cells and smaller cells
for high-ﬁdelity and low-ﬁdelity communications respectively. Boukerche and Roy [9]
partition the virtual world with a square grid. However, as opposed to other methods
that map each cell to a multicast group, their technique dynamically allocates and
deallocates multicast groups as participants move between regions.

Hexagonal Tiling
Another popular approach to region-based IM is through the use of hexagonal tiling.
In this method, the virtual world is divided into regions forming a honeycomb-like pattern. Hexagonal tiles have been found to be a better approximation of a participant’s
true AOI than regular rectangular regions. One major advantage of a hexagonal region is that a participant must only keep track of six neighboring cells (as opposed to
eight with a regular grid approach). The disadvantage, however, is that computing
the current region is slightly more complex than with a regular grid approach.
Macedonia et al. [34] described the IM technique used by the Naval Postgraduate School Networked Vehicle Simulator (NPSNET), a system used to simulate the
movements of vehicles in the ﬁeld or in the air. The system uses a static hexagonal tile subdivision, with each tile mapping to a multicast group. Each participant
publishes events in its own region and listens to events from neighbouring regions
to avoid any latency when switching tiles. In Yu and Vuong’s MOPAR [51], an IM
system targeted for P2P architectures, each hexagonal zone is assigned a “master”
node responsible for synchronizing other nodes within the zone. This system does
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not rely on multicast, but instead uses a distributed hash table to map hexagonal
tiles to master nodes. Only master nodes must join/leave tiles as they move between
regions. Fiedler et al. [20] examined the communication channels subscribed to as
players moved randomly over a rectangular and hexagonal grid. They found that, on
average, fewer subscription channels were needed in a hexagonal partition.

Other Partitioning Approaches
Other region-based IM techniques involve partitioning the virtual in a more adaptive form than a structured grid. These methods include hierarchical partitioning
approaches such as a BSP tree or k-d tree, subdividing the world according to the
scene geometry, or using a Voronoi diagram. These methods allow ﬁner-grained IM
when compared to the regular grid and hexagonal tiling approaches. However, they
suﬀer from an increased computational cost in region deﬁnition and look-up and their
success is largely application dependent.
In Barrus et al.’s SPLINE model [4], the virtual world is subdivided into “locales”
and communication occurs both within a locale and among neighbouring locales.
Locale servers are assigned the responsibility of synchronizing objects and players
within each locale. Locales are irregular regions conforming to object boundaries in
the virtual world. They are similar to cells in a portals/cells partition and are therefore ill-suited for open environments. Tumbde and Venugopalan [47] use a Voronoi
diagram to partition a decentralized environment around its peers. Similar to Hu et
al.’s method, each region is assigned a super peer to synchronize events occurring in
the region. The authors note that due to the time complexity of building a Voronoi
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diagram, its partitioning is only useful for virtual environments where the participants are not moving continuously (such as for real-time strategy games). Steed
and Abou-Haidar [41] examined three diﬀerent partitioning approaches for crowded
virtual environments on a centralized system: k-d tree, quad tree (where the world
is recursively subdivided into quadrants), and region growing. They found that the
region growing approach minimized the exchange of clients between servers and that
it requires fewer servers to maintain a centralized NVE.

Aura-based IM
Aura-based IM techniques can be separated into two categories: one in which the
participant’s AOI is deﬁned in terms of proximity and one in which the AOI is deﬁned in terms of visibility. In the former, the AOI is typically modeled as a circle
around the participant with radius equal to the farthest distance the participant is
interested in. Participants would be found to be communicating if these circles intersect. Communication is required because their AOIs overlap and therefore their
views of the game world need to be synchronized. In the latter, either a PVS is precomputed or visibility is determined between players dynamically. A visibility-based
AOI most closesly approximates the ideal AOI of a player. However, inter-player
visibility is more complex to calculate than proximity and may require an expensive
precomputation step.

Proximity
In Morgan et al.’s approach [36], a predicted AOI is determined based on a participant’s current position and motion vector. The predicted AOI is modeled as a sphere
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around the player. The frequency of message exchange between two participants is
determined using results from a sphere collision detection algorithm on the participants’ predicted AOI. In Han et al.’s method [24], peers form self-organizing groups
based on proximity. Peers within the same group send positional update methods
at high frequency while peers at greater distances are sent messages with low frequency. Each group elects a representative user which sends collective updates to
peers of lower interest. The ﬁrst version of MASSIVE [23], a system used for 3D
teleconferencing, used an interest management approach purely based on distance.
The server ran a process called the “aura manager” which determined other clients
within a participant’s AOI as participants entered the network.

Visibility
Hosseini et al. [25] proposed a fully-distributed visibility-based IM scheme. In their
approach, clients would use visibility results from the rendering pipeline and therefore
would not have to do any visibility calculations themselves. First, clients would group
themselves at the region level and then they would apply the visibility-based technique
to further reﬁne their interest groups. This is in contrast to the approach in RING
(discussed above) where all the visibility calculations are done on the server through
the use of a precomputed visibility table. Shirmohammadi et al. [40] introduced
a dual layered IM technique. First, peers group themselves based on a hexagonal
tiling of the game world. Each hexagonal region is then assigned a “hybrid node”,
a non-player node that ﬁlters messages based on visibility calculations. This hybrid
node takes the burden of visibility calculations away from the peers. Boulanger et al.
compared several IM techniques for MMOGs [10]. They found that visibility-based
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IM methods ﬁlter more messages than regional or proximity-based techniques.

2.3

Frontier Sets

This section summarizes the IM technique known as frontier sets. Frontier sets were
introduced by Steed and Angus for peer-to-peer NVEs [42] as a way to compute
update-free regions [35], or regions where pairs of players are mutually invisible and
thus do not need to communicate. By our taxonomy, frontier sets are an aurabased IM technique for decentralized network architectures with the particpant’s AOI
deﬁned in terms of visibility. This thesis expands the use of frontier sets to terrain
environments.

2.3.1

Definition

Given a PVS based on a portals/cells partitioning of a scene and two mutually invisible cells A and B, a frontier set is a pair of mutually invisible regions, FAB and
FBA , where FAB contains cell A and FBA contains cell B. The individual sets of
cells FAB and FBA are called frontiers. If two cells are mutually visible, then the
frontier set is empty. The frontier set FAB and FBA is not unique. That is, given an
environment with n visibility cells, there is a maximum of 2n frontier sets for each
pair of mutually invisible cells (as each cell can be labeled as either in or out of the
frontier set). Typically only a small subset of the 2n frontier sets are viable, with
the resulting conﬁguration of the frontiers determined by the algorithm used for their
construction. An example of the use of frontier sets can be seen in Figure 2.9. In this
example, two players (red and blue) are moving about an architectural environment
in an online game. The scene is partitioned into portals and cells with visibility cells
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Figure 2.9: An example of the usage of frontier sets. Two players (red and blue dots)
move through an architectural environment with cells {A, B, C, ..., L}. a)
Red starts in cell E and blue starts in cell L. The players swap position
information over the network. A frontier set can be created: FEL =
{E, F, I, J} and FLE = {D, H, K, L} b) Red moves to cell F and blue
moves to cell K. The players are still within their frontiers. c) Red moves
to cell G and out of the frontier. No frontier set can be created as cell G
is visible to cell K. The players begin communication to synchronize their
positions over the network. d) Blue moves to cell L. A frontier set can be
created: FGL = {A, B, C, E, F, G, I, J} and FLG = {D, H, L}
labeled {A, B, C, ..., L}.
With the frontier set approach, network transmission is reduced when the visibility
cell data structure reports mutual invisibility. Note that a frontier set must be recomputed if a player leaves their frontier. The frontiers should thus be as large and
contiguous as possible to minimize re-computations. Also note that a frontier set
is only deﬁned for pairs of players. Thus, if there are k players, each player must
maintain k − 1 frontiers.
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Frontier Set Computation

Steed and Angus initially proposed to pre-compute all the frontier sets [42]. Their
solution was to iterate through all pairs of cells and construct frontier sets with a
simple region growing approach. Regions are grown alternately along a breadth ﬁrst
traversal of the scene’s adjacency graph, whose nodes and vertices correspond to the
cells and portals respectively. As cells are added to a frontier, its PVS is merged
with the aggregate PVS of the growing region. The authors tested the solution with
scenes from the game Quake II [28] which have PVSs ranging in size between 1000
and 3000 cells. They implemented the PVS compression technique of Van de Panne
and Stewart [48] to minimize the memory footprint associated with the pre-computed
frontier sets.

Figure 2.10: The enhanced PVS for cell A in the architectural environment from
Figure 2.9.

Next, Steed and Angus constructed frontier sets dynamically at run-time using a
pre-computed enhanced PVS [43]. The enhanced PVS stores visibility distances as
opposed to boolean values. All cells directly visible from a cell in an enhanced PVS
have visibility distance equal to 1 with respect to that cell. All additional cells visible
from any cell with visibility distance equal to 1 have visibility distance equal to 2, and
so on. The cell itself is deﬁned to have visibility distance equal to 0. The enhanced
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PVS for cell A in the architectural environment used in the previous example can
be seen in Figure 2.10. To build a frontier set, the algorithm iterates through all
cells with each cell either ignored or added to a frontier based on a visibility distance
criterion with respect to the generating cells.
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Chapter 3
Methods

Previous methods of frontier set computation rely on a portals/cells partitioning of a
scene, limiting their use to architectural environments. They also require an iteration
over all the visibility cells; this is expensive on terrains as a similar algorithm would
iterate over a large number of sample points.
This chapter presents the ﬁrst fast and space-eﬃcient algorithm for computing
frontier sets in terrains. First, we discuss our approach for generating the PVSs of
the individual points on a terrain. We then describe our method for PVS storage
and introduce a hierarchical PVS data structure that facilitates storage for PVSs
of terrain regions. We then introduce a merging operation that allows a PVS of a
point or quad to be merged into the PVS of a growing region. Next, a compression
method is described that permits the eﬃcient control of the size of the hierarchical
PVS. Finally, we introduce our algorithm for frontier set generation in large terrains,
which uses the abovementioned PVS methods.
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Figure 3.1: A cross-section of the terrain down the middle of a sector. The curve at
the stick ﬁgure’s feet represents the terrain; the oﬀset curve above shows
the position of the top of the player’s head. The light gray regions are
those that are hidden to the viewpoint but in which a player of the same
height is still visible. The dark gray areas are those in which a player of
the same height is hidden from the viewpoint.
3.1

PVS Computation

Recall from Section 2.1.2 that the horizon is the boundary between the sky and
the terrain as seen from a particular viewpoint. Due to the horizon’s complexity
(O(n α(n)) in a terrain of n points [15]), the [0, 2π] range of azimuth angles around
the viewpoint should be discretized into a constant number of radial sectors. The
resulting approximate horizon is the list of horizon points on the sector midlines.
For each sector, anything beyond and below the horizon point is occluded from the
viewpoint.
Horizon points on their own do not describe all the visibility information; namely,
all occluded regions between the viewpoint and the horizon must still be determined
(see Figure 3.1). The occluded regions of a sector with vertex x can be determined by
inspecting the points along the midline of the sector and picking those points, p, that
are (a) local maxima with respect to the elevation line from x to p and (b) are of a
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higher elevation (with respect to x) than all maxima that are closer to x. The resulting
list consists of intermediate horizon points; an area of the terrain is invisible if it is
beyond an intermediate horizon point, p, and below the corresponding elevation line
passing through x and p, as shown in Figure 3.1. However, if a player is two meters
tall but the occluded region is only one meter deep at its deepest point, the player
will still be visible when standing in the region. To remedy this, we set a threshold,
τ , to be the maximum height of a player and include only the parts of each occluded
region that are deeper than τ .
For each sector of a terrain point, x, we ﬁrst compute the approximate horizon
h [45], then determine the intermediate horizons and occluded regions along Bresenham lines [12] passing between x and h. For a suﬃcient number of sectors (e.g. 1,000),
this brute-force sampling is dense and any lost occlusions are negligible. The PVS
of x consists of the complement of the union of the occluded regions of the sectors
around x.

3.2

PVS Storage

The n PVSs computed thus far can be stored in n bitmaps with the same dimensions
as the terrain’s heightmap. This is unattractive because, during the growing of a
frontier set region around a player, the PVS of an adjacent point or quad must be
merged with the PVS of the growing region. Such merging takes time proportional
to the number of terrain points and can be too costly for large terrains. We thus
describe a method to compress the PVS, which reduces storage costs and accelerates
the merging of PVSs.
We treat the PVS as a binary image and store it as a compressed quadtree based on
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Figure 3.2: a) a PVS as a binary image. The white regions correspond to visible
areas and the black regions correspond to hidden areas. b) resulting
compressed PVS as a quadtree. The gray nodes correspond to regions
having unknown visibility; further traversal is necessary to determine the
visibility information for the sub-regions.
the predictive coding method of Wilson [49]: Each node in the quadtree is marked as
“visible”, “hidden”, or “unknown”, corresponding to its visibility status with respect
to the viewpoint region of the PVS. The leaf nodes (corresponding to points in the
heightmap) are initially marked as “visible” or “hidden” according to the results from
the occlusion region computation of Section 3.1. From the ﬁnest level to the coarsest
level, do the following at each quad: If the quad’s four children are all “visible” or
all “hidden”, mark the quad with the same label and delete the children. Otherwise,
label the quad as “unknown”. For a typical PVS, the all-visible and all-hidden regions
are fairly homogeneous, leading to large savings after compression. An example is
shown in Figure 3.2.
The PVS of each terrain sample point is stored in the above fashion. However,
the frontier set algorithm to be introduced in Section 3.5 requires the storage of the
PVS for each quad in a quadtree decomposition of the terrain. We propose to do
the following: First, compute the PVS of each 2x2 quad by obtaining the union of
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Figure 3.3: A terrain hierarchical PVS. Each quad (corresponding to a node in the
tree above) stores the PVS as a compressed quad tree for the corresponding terrain region.
the PVSs of its four sample points (the union can be computed by using the merging
operation discussed in the next section). In a similar fashion, compute the PVS of
each higher level quad by obtaining the union of the PVSs of its four sub-quads. The
result is the terrain’s hierarchical PVS, a quadtree where each node stores the PVS
of its corresponding terrain region. A hierarchical PVS is visualized in Figure 3.3.

3.3

PVS Merging

For two PVSs, the merged PVS, M , is computed with a simultaneous traversal of
both trees, comparing pairs of nodes at corresponding positions. The following cases
arise when comparing quadtree node A from one PVS with quadtree node B from
the other (both nodes correspond to the same region on the terrain):
• Case 1 (both “unknown”): Add a “unknown” node to M and continue
below that node.
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Figure 3.4: Two PVSs are merged along one level of the quadtree. Each merge corresponds to one of the four possible cases.
• Case 2 (both “hidden”): Add a “hidden” node to M and do not continue
below that node.
• Case 3 (at least one “visible”): Add a “visible” node to M and do not
continue below that node. This is a conservative choice.
• Case 4 (one “unknown” and the other “hidden”): Add the subtree rooted
at the “unknown” node to M .
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The merging of one level of two PVS quadtrees can be seen in Figure 3.4. A lossy
merge is possible if, in Case 4, the visibility status of the node of M is set to “visible”.
This reduces the size of the merged tree at the expense of the visibility information
stored in the “unknown” subtree.

3.4

PVS Compression

For large terrains, the hierarchical PVS is likely too large to ﬁt into main memory.
A typical 32-bit operating system allows each process a maximum of 2 GB of virtual
memory, of which approximately 1.5 GB may be addressed comfortably. Although
this limit may be raised, and although 64-bit operating systems are becoming more
popular, it is not practical to simply read in as much visibility information as possible.
Moreover, the I/O involved with such memory sizes may take minutes or hours, far
too long for a game player to wait. Hence, we present a scheme to compress the
individual PVSs that are stored in the quads of the hierarchical PVS.
Choose an upper bound, N , on the number of nodes in an individual PVS, computed from an upper bound on the desired memory footprint. First, compute and
store the PVS (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Then, if the number of nodes in the PVS is
larger than N , perform the following compression: Find a leaf node, L, of maximum
depth. (Note that at least one of L’s three siblings has a diﬀerent visibility status
than that of L; otherwise, L and its siblings would already be merged into the parent.)
Set the value of L’s parent node to “visible” and remove L and its siblings. If all of
L’s parent’s siblings are now “visible”, the visibility status of L’s grandfather changes
from “unknown” to “visible”. In this case, propagate the change up the tree from
L’s grandfather, removing any subtrees rooted at newly-“visible” nodes. Repeat the
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Figure 3.5: Invisible regions (shown in blue) for a particular point (circled) on the
surface of downtown Houston. Left: Hierarchical PVS compressed to 1.0
GB. The PVS contains 216544 occluded points. Right: Hierarchical PVS
compressed to 0.1 GB. The PVS contains 165228 occluded points.
compression with the next node of maximal depth until the size of the quadtree falls
below N . This compression method is conservative.
We have tested this method with memory size limits of 0.1 GB, 0.25 GB, 0.5 GB,
and 1 GB on two terrains. The ﬁrst terrain is a 100,000–point sample of the surface
of Mars; the second is a 250,000–point sample of downtown Houston. Our results
show that most visibility information remains despite the drastic cut in total memory
usage (see Figure 3.5 for an example of the occluded regions for a given point on the
surface of downtown Houston). The uncompressed version of the hierarchical PVS
of the Houston terrain takes up more than 17 GB of space. After compressing the
PVS to 1.0 GB, the PVS for the point in Figure 3.5 contains 216544 occluded points,
or 87% of the terrain. After further compression to 0.1 GB, the PVS has 165228
occluded points. That is a loss of only 24% of the visibility information for a 90%
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reduction in the size of the PVS.
In summary, the pre-computed hierarchical PVS provides a conservative PVS at
each node of the terrain quadtree. The merging operation allows the PVS of an
adjacent quad to be added to the PVS of a growing region. The PVS compression
allows the hierarchical PVS to be loaded into main memory and the reduced PVS
size keeps the merging operations to within reasonable execution times.

3.5

Frontier Set Computation

The frontier set computation, which uses the PVS storage, compression, and merging
described above, is in fact quite simple and consists of the following three steps.
Examples of frontier sets generated by our algorithm can be seen in Figures 3.6
and 3.7.

Step 1: Determine Maximal Mutually Invisible Quads
Let A and B be two players standing at points pA and pB on the terrain. First,
determine if A and B are mutually invisible by querying pB ’s PVS to determine
whether pA is within an invisible region. If the players are mutually visible, no
frontier set can be created.
If the players are mutually hidden, begin an alternating traversal up the levels in
the hierarchical PVS, starting at the parent quads of pA and pB and stopping when the
current quads are not mutually invisible. An invisibility query between quads Q1 and
Q2 is accomplished by ﬁnding the PVS of Q1 and determining whether the quad in
that PVS corresponding to Q2 is marked as “hidden”. The last quads reached in this
way are the maximal mutually invisible quads around the players’ current positions,
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Figure 3.6: A frontier set generated by the algorithm of this thesis for two viewpoints
(circled) on a 100,000 point Martian terrain for diﬀering levels of PVS
compression. Left: Hierarchical PVS compressed to 1.0 GB. Frontier set
computed in 78 milliseconds. Frontier set totals 27642 points. Right:
Hierarchical PVS compressed to 0.1 GB. Frontier set computed in less
than one millisecond. Frontier set totals 6912 points.
and are the initial quads from which to grow the frontiers. Call these quads QA and
QB . If the last quads reached in this manner are the leaf quads corresponding to the
starting points themselves, then another approach must be applied as region growing
would be a costly walk along the individual leaf nodes of the quadtrees. In this case,
we simply set the frontiers to the starting points. We also argue that frontier sets are
not very useful for such a pair of points since the players are one point away from
leaving their respective frontiers, resulting in a likely recomputation after a single
time unit.

Step 2: Grow Regions
Add QA to A’s frontier and initialize the PVS of the frontier of A to the PVS of QA .
Do the same for B. Next, determine the adjacent quads of both QA and QB (with
either a 4-neighbour or 8-neighbour approach) and place them on a FIFO queue
for each player. Alternating between the two queues, extract the next quad from
the queue of one player and query its visibility status in the PVS of the opposing
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player. If the visibility status is “unknown” and if this is not a lowest level quad,
place this quad’s children that are adjacent to this player’s frontier into the queue.
If the visibility status is “hidden”, add this quad to the frontier, merge the PVS of
the frontier with the PVS of this quad, and place this quad’s non-visited neighbours
on the queue. If the visibility status is “visible”, do nothing. Stop when one of the
queues becomes empty.
This step is heuristic and may be customized depending upon the terrain and the
needs of the application. For instance, in a city environment, it is unreasonable to
expect a player to go from a street corner to the top of a building in a single step.
For such a situation, we propose to store the quads not in a FIFO queue, but in a
priority queue ordered by distance from the ground. This would cause the regions to
grow along the streets of the city before reaching higher ground.

Step 3: Grow Larger Frontier (optional)
At the end of Step 2, there is likely to be one frontier that can no longer grow while
the other frontier still has quads on its queue. Since larger frontiers usually lead to
fewer packets sent across the network, it may be beneﬁcial to grow the frontier with
the non-empty queue. However, if the frontier that can no longer grow is relatively
small, the larger frontier may grow very large as the smaller frontier’s PVS sees only
a small portion of the terrain. This is unattractive as the time used growing this
frontier would be wasted if the other player leaves their (small) frontier relatively
quickly. Thus, deciding whether to grow at this stage is left up to the application.
However, if it is beneﬁcial for the larger frontier to grow, the merging of PVSs with
added quads is not necessary as the other player’s frontier can no longer grow and
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Figure 3.7: A frontier set generated by the algorithm for two viewpoints (circled) on a
250,000–point sampling of downtown Houston for diﬀering levels of PVS
compression. This is a particularly challenging case as the larger quads
contain viewpoints on the tops of buildings. On the left, the dark blue
area shows the frontier at the termination of step 2 in the algorithm and
the light blue area shows the quads added in step 3. Left: Hierarchical
PVS compressed to 1.0 GB. With Step 3: Frontier set computed in 93
milliseconds. Frontier set totals 76712 points. Without Step 3: Frontier
set computed in 47 milliseconds. Frontier set totals 55332 points. Right:
Hierarchical PVS compressed to 0.1 GB. Frontier set computed in less
than one millisecond. Frontier set totals 5120 points. The running times
were recorded on a system with 3 GB of RAM and four Intel Core 2
Quad CPUs each with a speed of 2.40 GHz (only one core of one CPU
was used).
thus does not require the larger frontier’s visibility information.
The blue frontier on the left in Figure 3.7 shows the diﬀerence between including
and excluding step 3. The dark blue area shows the frontier at the end of step 2
and the light blue area shows the quads added in step 3. In this particular case, the
algorithm reached the end of step 2 in 47 milliseconds with a combined frontier set
size of 55332 points. After step 3, the frontier set construction took a total of 93
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milliseconds and the combined frontier set size reached 76712 points. Thus, in this
case, it would have been wiser to stop after step 2 as step 3 contributed only 21380
points in 46 milliseconds. These running times were recorded on a system with 3 GB
of RAM and four Intel Core 2 Quad CPUs each with a speed of 2.40 GHz (only one
core of one CPU was used).
Also notice that the frontiers are roughly equal in size at the end of step 2. This
is an attractive quality of a frontier set because, with unbalanced sizes, the player in
the smaller frontier would likely leave the region more quickly. This would waste all
the time spent on building the larger frontier.

3.6

Limitations of the Algorithm

The above algorithm does not produce optimally-sized frontier sets since the next
hidden quad on the queue is added to the frontier without concern for the size of its
PVS. The algorithm is restricted to static terrains, as a terrain deformation would
necessitate a recomputation of the PVS. The terrain must also be fairly occluded
to minimize recomputations of the frontier sets. As the PVS is calculated from the
player standing positions, the player avatars must be clamped on the terrain. Finally,
since frontier sets are only deﬁned for a pair of players, its usefulness for games of
more than 2 players is not known.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results

This chapter presents and analyzes the experimental results. The results of the new
algorithm are compared with those obtained from a simple region growing approach
which is slightly less brute-force than that of Steed and Angus [43]. In general, the
hierarchical region growing approach performs better, producing larger frontier sets
with faster execution times.

4.1

Experiment Outline

Two characteristically diﬀerent terrains were used for testing: a 100,000 point Martian
terrain and a 250,000 point sample of downtown Houston. The former is an open hilly
region while the latter is a densely occluded urban area. These test cases are two
very common situations speciﬁc to terrains in virtual environments.
We tested the algorithm at four diﬀerent memory limits (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 GB)
for each terrain. For each combination, we randomly and independently generated
10,500 mutually invisible pairs of points. The algorithm was executed (skipping the
optional step 3) on all pairs. We recorded both the size of the frontier set (in terrain
sample points) as well as the running time of the algorithm. This experiment was then
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repeated using simple region growing, where frontiers are grown along the individual
terrain points, and with both lossless and lossy PVS merging (see Section 3.3). In
all, 32 cases were tested.
The simple region growing approach proceeds as follows: The frontiers are initialized as the locations of the players and the PVSs of the frontiers are initialized as
the PVSs of the corresponding terrain points. All adjacent points for each player are
then placed on a FIFO queue. Alternating between the two queues, the next point
is removed from the queue and its visibility status is queried using the PVS of the
opposing player. If this point is invisible to the other player’s frontier, it is added to
the frontier and the PVS of the frontier is merged with the PVS of the point. All adjacent points which have not yet been examined are then added to the queue. If this
point is visible, it is discarded. This process stops when one of the queues becomes
empty. For typical terrains we would expect a contiguous region growing such as this
to never visit all the terrain points. This approach grows regions in a slightly less
brute-force manner than that of Steed and Angus [43] which would iterate through
all the points if implemented on a terrain.

4.2

Running Time

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the frequency distributions for the running times for all
cases on the Mars and Houston terrains, respectively. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the
mean running times for all cases on the Mars and Houston terrains, respectively. The
overall trends for the mean running times are shown in Figure 4.3. All running times
were recorded on a system with 3 GB of RAM and four Intel Core 2 Quad CPUs
each with a speed of 2.40 GHz (but only one core of one of the CPUs was used, as
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Figure 4.1: Frequency distributions of the running times for the Martian terrain.
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Figure 4.2: Frequency distributions of the running times for downtown Houston.
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Table 4.1: Mean running times (milliseconds) for the Martian terrain for all cases.
Means are reported as the 95% conﬁdence interval.

0.1 GB PVS Limit
0.25 GB PVS Limit
0.5 GB PVS Limit
1.0 GB PVS Limit

Simple Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
46.0 ± 0.9
12.8 ± 0.5
103.0 ± 1.5
21.9 ± 0.8
212.4 ± 2.5
33.8 ± 1.3
405.4 ± 4.3
48.5 ± 1.9

Hierarchical Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
8.0 ± 0.5
3.4 ± 0.3
22.2 ± 0.8
7.4 ± 0.4
50.9 ± 1.3
13.4 ± 0.5
106.7 ± 2.1
22.1 ± 0.7

Table 4.2: Mean running times (milliseconds) for the Houston terrain for all cases.
Means are reported as the 95% conﬁdence interval.

0.1 GB PVS Limit
0.25 GB PVS Limit
0.5 GB PVS Limit
1.0 GB PVS Limit

Simple Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
12.9 ± 0.4
2.9 ± 0.2
66.6 ± 1.4
7.5 ± 0.3
120.7 ± 2.3
12.2 ± 0.5
290.5 ± 4.2
23.0 ± 0.9

Hierarchical Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
1.8 ± 0.2
0.6 ± 0.1
7.8 ± 0.5
1.8 ± 0.2
12.9 ± 0.8
3.0 ± 0.2
37.0 ± 1.6
7.4 ± 0.4

no parallel implementation was made).
The fastest mean running times were obtained using hierarchical region growing
with lossy merging, while the slowest mean running times were obtained using simple
region growing with lossless merging. The greatest diﬀerence was observed with the
Martian terrain with a 1.0 GB limit on the hierarchical PVS. In that case, the mean
running time with the simple/lossless approach was 405.4 ms while the mean running
time with the hierarchical/lossy approach was 22.1 ms. The mean running time of
405.4 ms was the slowest for all cases. The fastest mean running time was 0.6 ms
which was recorded with the hierarchical/lossy approach on the Houston terrain using
the 0.1 GB PVS limit. The running times were faster for Houston than for Mars for
all cases. Increasing the memory limit resulted in an increase in the mean running
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Figure 4.3: Overall trends for the mean running time for both terrains for all cases.
time for all cases.
Switching from lossless merging to lossy merging resulted in a decrease in the
mean running times for all cases. The largest absolute decrease was 356.9 ms (Mars,
simple region growing, 1.0 GB PVS limit) and the smallest absolute decrease was
1.2 ms (Houston, hierarchical region growing, 0.1 GB PVS limit). The largest relative decrease was 92% (Houston, simple region growing, 1.0 GB PVS limit) and the
smallest relative decrease was 58% (Mars, hierarchical region growing, 0.1 GB PVS
limit).
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Frontier Set Size

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the frequency distributions for the frontier set sizes for all
cases on the Mars and Houston terrains, respectively. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the
mean frontier set sizes for all cases on the Mars and Houston terrains, respectively.
The overall trends for the mean frontier set sizes are shown in Figure 4.6. The frontier
set sizes are reported as the sum of both players’ frontier sizes in points.
The largest mean frontier set sizes were obtained using hierarchical region growing
with lossless merging while the smallest mean frontier set sizes were obtained using
simple region growing with lossy merging. The greatest diﬀerence was observed with
the Houston terrain with a 1.0 GB PVS limit. In that case, the mean frontier set
size with the simple/lossy approach was 1000 points while the mean frontier set size
with the hierarchical/lossless approach was 34628 points. The mean frontier set size
of 34628 points was the largest for all cases. The smallest mean frontier set size was
580 points which was recorded with the simple/lossy approach on the Houston terrain
using the 0.1 GB PVS limit.
Increasing the memory limit resulted in an increase in the mean frontier set size
in all but one of the cases. The one recorded decrease was observed with the Martian
terrain with the simple/lossy approach; the mean frontier set size decreased from 1541
points to 1468 points when the PVS limit was increased from 0.25 GB to 0.5 GB.
The mean frontier set sizes were larger for the Martian terrain than with the
Houston terrain with the simple/lossy approach. For all other approaches, the mean
frontier set sizes were larger for the Martian terrain with the 0.1 GB PVS limit while
the frontier set sizes were larger for Houston with the 1.0 GB PVS limit. With the
0.25 GB limit, the mean frontier set sizes were larger for the Martian terrain for all
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Figure 4.4: Frequency distributions of the frontier set sizes for the Martian terrain.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency distributions of the frontier set sizes for downtown Houston.
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Table 4.3: Mean frontier set sizes (points) for the Martian terrain for all cases. Means
are reported as the 95% conﬁdence interval.

0.1 GB PVS Limit
0.25 GB PVS Limit
0.5 GB PVS Limit
1.0 GB PVS Limit

Simple Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
6201 ± 131
1521 ± 70
9878 ± 157
1541 ± 67
13844 ± 173
1468 ± 64
15170 ± 174
1264 ± 57

Hierarchical Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
11757 ± 213
8072 ± 183
18739 ± 285
11253 ± 243
23178 ± 269
11558 ± 242
25644 ± 274
11215 ± 238

Table 4.4: Mean frontier set sizes (points) for the Houston terrain for all cases. Means
are reported as the 95% conﬁdence interval.

0.1 GB PVS Limit
0.25 GB PVS Limit
0.5 GB PVS Limit
1.0 GB PVS Limit

Simple Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
3480 ± 113
580 ± 33
11466 ± 247
891 ± 47
12897 ± 266
899 ± 48
21322 ± 346
1000 ± 50

Hierarchical Region Growing
Lossless Merging Lossy Merging
6704 ± 167
5377 ± 131
18455 ± 326
10708 ± 236
21801 ± 370.0
11566 ± 250
34628 ± 480
15392 ± 333

cases except the simple/lossless approach. With the 0.5 GB limit, the mean frontier
set sizes were larger for the Martian terrain for all cases except the hierarchical/lossy
approach.
Switching from lossless merging to lossy merging resulted in a decrease in the mean
frontier set size for all cases. The largest absolute decrease was 20322 points (Houston,
simple region growing, 1.0 GB PVS limit) and the smallest absolute decrease was 1327
points (Houston, hierarchical region growing, 0.1 GB PVS limit). These two cases
also saw the largest and smallest relative decreases at 95% and 20%, respectively. The
relative decrease in mean frontier set size was larger for the simple region growing
approach than for the hierarchical region growing approach for both terrains and for
all PVS limits.
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Figure 4.6: Overall trends for the mean frontier set size for both terrains for all cases.
4.4

Discussion

On average, the approaches can be ranked from fastest to slowest as follows: hierarchical/lossy, simple/lossy, hierarchical/lossless, and simple/lossless. This ranking was
diﬀerent for the 0.1 GB PVS limit; at this limit, the hierarchical/lossless approach
was faster than the simple/lossy approach.
On average, the approaches can be ranked from producing the largest frontier sets
to the smallest as follows: hierarchical/lossless, simple/lossless, hierarchical/lossy, and
simple/lossy. This ranking was diﬀerent for the 0.1 GB PVS limit with both terrains
and for the 0.25 GB PVS limit for Houston; for these cases, the hierarchical/lossy
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Table 4.5: Maximum number of nodes for each PVS quadtree for each memory limit
and for both terrains. Each node in a PVS quadtree in our implementation
requires three bytes (one byte stores the visibility status and two bytes
store an index to the node’s ﬁrst child). There are 133773 quads in the
quadtree decomposition of the Martian terrain and 333837 quads in the
quadtree decomposition of downtown Houston.

Memory Limit (GB)
0.1
0.25
0.5
1.0

Maximum Nodes per PVS Quadtree
Martian Terrain Downtown Houston
267
107
668
268
1337
536
2675
1072

approach produced larger frontier sets on average than the simple/lossless approach.
We expected the running times to be faster for Mars since Houston is a larger
terrain. However, the opposite was true for all cases. This is an artifact of the PVS
compression. The property of note is that the running time is dominated by (and is
approximately proportional to) the size of the PVS quadtrees involved in the PVS
merging. The running times were faster for Houston because a larger terrain has
smaller PVS quadtrees than a smaller terrain if they both use the same memory limit
(see Table 4.5).
The overall trends for the mean running times (Figure 4.3) show approximately
linear growth with respect to the PVS limit in all cases. Note that if n is the number
of terrain points, S the maximum size of any PVS quadtree involved in merging
(the values of S are shown in Table 4.5), Q1 the number of quads found to have
visibility status “hidden”, and Q2 the number of quads found to have visibility status
“visible” or “unknown”, then the asymptotic upper bound for the running time is
O(log 2 n + Q1 S log n + Q2 log n). The ﬁrst log 2 n term corresponds to step 1 of the
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algorithm, which involves a sequence of visibility queries (each taking time log n) along
a height-wise traversal of the hierarchical PVS. The second term corresponds to the
PVS merges (each taking time S) and visibility status queries corresponding with each
quad found to be hidden. The third term corresponds to the visibility status queries
corresponding with each quad found to be “visible” or “unknown”. The asymptotic
upper bound for the running time can be simpliﬁed to O(log 2 n + (Q1 S + Q2 ) log n).
Since Q1 , Q2 , and S are all bounded by n, the worst case running time is
O(n2 log n). However, this upper bound appears not to be reached in our two sample
cases and we would expect other realistic input to perform similarly because the values of Q1 , Q2 , and S are typically small fractions of n. Also, with PVS compression
at a ﬁxed memory limit taken into account, the worst case running time is in fact a
decreasing function of n (brought on by the associated decreases of Q1 , Q2 and S),
not an increasing function of n as the n2 log n worst case running time suggests.
The overall trends for the mean frontier set size (Figure 4.6) appear to show sublinear growth with respect to the PVS limit for all cases. The simple/lossy approach
grows the most slowly, with the mean frontier set size increasing only slightly with an
increase in the PVS size. This result is unattractive, however, as the rate of growth of
the running time was larger relative to the growth of frontier set size for this approach
than for all other cases. The relatively small frontier set sizes for this case can be
attributed to the lossy merging scheme; that is, as the number of merges increase,
the resulting merged PVS becomes increasingly conservative (and correspondingly
smaller). When growing along the points, there would be more PVS merges (one for
each point) than with the hierarchical approach (one for each quad). This accounts for
the larger frontier set sizes associated with the hierarchical region growing approach
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when using the lossy merging scheme.
The switch from lossless merging to lossy merging resulted in smaller relative
decreases in the frontier set size for the hierarchical approach. This is more attractive
as the small relative decreases resulted in still useful frontier sets. The hierarchical
approach saw relative decreases of 20-56% in mean frontier set size whereas the simple
approach saw relative decreases of 75-95%. In terms of running time, the switch
from lossless to lossy merging was more favourable for the simple approach, with
associated decreases of 72-92% in mean running time as opposed to decreases of 5880% associated with the hierarchical approach. Despite this, the running times were
faster for the hierarchical approach.
When using similar merging schemes, the hierarchical region growing method
performed better than the simple approach, producing larger frontier sets with faster
execution times. Since fast execution times matter above all else in games, our results
suggest that the hierarchical region growing method in combination with a lossy
merging scheme is the method of choice.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the thesis and presents avenues for future research.

5.1

Summary

With the advent of hybrid network architectures, decentralized online games may
soon become commercially viable. Synchronization in decentralized online game environments is diﬃcult as each player depends on all other players to maintain game
state. Thus, some form of IM is required to avoid whole network broadcasts. Frontier
sets oﬀer ﬁne-grained IM useful in reducing player-to-player position updates.
This thesis presents a solution for the generation of frontier sets in large terrain
environments. The proposed solution is to grow regions in a connected set of quads
in a hierarchical decomposition of the terrain. The set of PVSs for all quads is large
for realistically sized terrains so a compression method was introduced to control the
size of each PVS. A PVS merging operation was developed to allow the PVS of a
point or quad to be added to the PVS of a growing region. Both lossless and lossy
PVS merges were introduced.
The new algorithm was tested using two terrains with four PVS memory limits and
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with both lossless and lossy PVS merging. The algorithm was compared to a simple
region growing approach where frontiers are grown along the individual terrain points.
Using similar merging techniques, the new algorithm performed better, producing
larger frontier sets with faster execution times. If implemented in a game, the lossy
PVS merging should be used along with a small PVS memory limit.

5.2

Future Work

Of interest in future work is to reduce the maximum running times of the algorithm.
For the 0.1 GB limit on the Martian terrain, the maximum running times for the
lossless and lossy cases were 531 ms and 390 ms, respectively. For Houston, the
maximum running times were 312 ms and 141 ms, respectively. These running times
may be unacceptably long with respect to the update frequency required of certain
games. The greatest avenue for potential improvement is with the PVS merging.
One alternative approach is through GPU hardware blending with the PVSs stored
as bitmaps. This would likely be faster than our current method. Currently, the
longer frontier set computations can be amortized over several frames, where in the
interim the players would be assumed mutually visible. This tradeoﬀ is not onerous
as the frontier sets are typically valid for many frames.
Another approach is to predict when the player is about to leave the current
frontier set, and to start the next frontier set computation a few frames before that
happens. This would result in a more conservative frontier set, as the player’s exact position at the time of creation would not be exactly known. Another idea is
to incorporate the predicted path of the player, and to build a frontier set that is
probabilistically optimized. Such a set would be incrementally built in the direction
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of the most likely movement of the player.
At present, each PVS is read into memory node-by-node with its data structure
constructed at the beginning of program execution. This brute-force technique was
used for the proof of concept of the algorithm. However, depending on the PVS
memory limit, this takes between 5 and 52 minutes for the Martian terrain and
between 4 and 37 minutes for Houston. These times are too long for a player to
wait for a level to load. To remedy this, we would parallelize the I/O with the PVSs
for upcoming quads read into memory through speculative execution. A caching
strategy may be implemented to store previously computed frontier sets for quick
lookup. Another approach is to read the entire data structure in binary form from
disk at once.
Improving our PVS compression technique is also a possible avenue of future
research. One improvement would be to minimize lost occlusions when ﬁtting a PVS
quadtree within the node limit. When there is more than one group of nodes at
maximum depth, the compression algorithm would simply choose the group with the
minimum number of hidden nodes. Another improvement would be to implement
quadtree sharing. That is, the algorithm would count the number of repetitions
of diﬀering subtree conﬁgurations and replace the repeated subtrees with pointers
to a single tree. This process can potentially reduce the memory footprint of the
hierarchical PVS signiﬁcantly.
Another focus of future work can be to validate the frontier set concept for groups
of more than two players. Previous studies have claimed that simply maintaining a
list of frontiers is adequate for groups of up to 32 players [44]. This claim should be
validated through network trials; a likely experiment would be to place n automated
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players, or bots, on a terrain and have each bot record frontier set generation times
as it moves through the terrain. Some possible extensions of this experiment include
recording how long frontier sets remain valid and determining how much bandwidth
is saved using the frontier set technique. This framework can be used to compare
diﬀerent IM methods.
Also of interest would be to extend the notion of a frontier set to beyond pairs of
players: Each player in the game should eﬃciently compute an overlapping group of
frontier sets with respect to all other players, and update this group eﬃciently as the
game proceeds. Other players can themselves be grouped spatially to accelerate the
computation of the grouped frontier sets.
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